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Assignment 2.1: Breaking and Fixing Kerberos-PKInit
Consider the following protocol from module 2:

C → KAS : CertC , {TC , N2}inv(sigk(C))

KAS → C : {CertKAS, {K,N2}inv(sigk(KAS))}pk(C)

We have two roles here, C and KAS. Every role R of the protocol has two asymmetric key-
pairs, namely (sigk(R), inv(sigk(R))) for signing and (pk(R), inv(pk(R)) for encryption. We
assume that agents do not (necessarily) know each other’s public keys in advance. Instead
each role R has a certificate CertR which is a signed message containing R’s name and public
keys (and possibly other information) and that are signed using the key inv(sigk(s)) where s
is an honest key-server. Note that s is a constant (of type agent) here and not a role of the
protocol. Finally TC and N2 are nonces, and K is a symmetric key.

The goal of this protocol is KAS •→•B : K, because this key should be used for further
secure communication (in Kerberos).

(a) Formalize this protocol in AnB and run OFMC on your specification (links on the class
homepage).
Hints:
• The file should have the extension .AnB (case-in-sensitive).

• Call OFMC as follows:
ofmc <yourfile.AnB> -typed -numSess 1

(b) Explain the attack output (there should be an attack...)

(c) If you omit -typed you (should...) get a different attack. Explain the attack output,
does it reveal a realistic vulnerability?

(d) Fix the protocol so that both attacks are prevented and check it with OFMC, maybe also
for a larger number of sessions.
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Assignment 2.2: Dolev-Yao
Consider the Dolev-Yao deduction rules of module 3, slide 26, and let us first interpret terms
in a free algebra.

(a) Consider the intruder knowledge

M = { {|k|}h(n1,n2), {n1}pk(i), {n2}inv(pk(a)), pk(a), pk(i), inv(pk(i)), {|secret|}k }

where h ∈ Σp is a public function.

Formally prove or disprove:

(1) secret ∈ DY(M)

(2) {secret}inv(pk(a)) ∈ DY(M)

(3) {|n1|}h(k,secret) ∈ DY(M)

(b) Consider a model with public functions π1, π2 ∈ Σp and with the algebraic properties

π1(〈m1,m2〉) = m1

π2(〈m1,m2〉) = m2

Prove formally: in this model, the projection rules Proji of Dolev-Yao deduction rules
are redundant, i.e., removing these rule does not change the set DY(M) in this model.

Assignment 2.3: Role Description of PKInit
• Take the AnB-notation of the Kerberos PKInit example from the first assignment and

split this into two role descriptions; is it realistic that the agents can check the given
format of messages if they do not know each other’s public keys in advance?

• What are the free variables of each role?

• Which initial threads th0 (instances of the roles) do we need to find the attack? What
initial intruder knowledge IK 0 do we need?

• Show that the attack trace indeed works for your role description according to the snd
and rcv rules of module 3, slide 35.
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